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design 
philosophy

At Natural Spaces, we believe there is no
such thing as a "standard" dome plan just as
there is no such thing as an "average" family.
Also, each site will have its own advantages
and particularities. Road approaches, sun
exposure, winter winds, summer breezes,
shade trees, views, privacy and many other
items all have a bearing on the design of your
dome. Your family’s needs and functions along
with each inhabitants wishes must also be
considered in the planning.

To relegate the dome to"”standard plans” is
to completely negate one of its unique
features. 

A geodesic dome offers an unbelievable
variety of plan options. The unobscured space
within the free-span dome home allows for a
fresh and uninhabited approach to
contemporary living. 

A thorough understanding of the dome
concept and attention to your family and site
are of prime importance in designing your
dome home.

A view of house, family and site as one
indivisible whole is of greatest importance.
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custom plans
preliminary

Your own architectural program (like the one
from the Interior Planning Kit) along with any
sketches of your dome ideas and your site
location are needed for us to provide you with a
set of custom preliminary design drawings.

Our involvement thru personal contact or
written communication will answer specific
questions during this phase.

3 sets of preliminary drawings of all 3 floor
plans, cross section and an elevation will be
sent for your approval before continuing with
construction plans.

construction
Your approved preliminary plans are then

developed into construction plans by adding all
the dimensions, notes and details, foundation
plan, floor framing plans, site plan and more
elevations. Other drawings are available. 

5 sets of plans are sent to you upon
completion. Additional sets are available.

Your custom plans pertain to your
customization of the dome. You do not pay for
standard details pertaining to the dome itself -
these are included in our construction manual.

A Natural Spaces standard dome shell
engineering package with a cover sheet listing
your project and address can be signed and
stamped by a structural engineer registered in
your state. Provided free with your dome kit.

If your building inspection department requires
engineering certification of your custom dome
drawings, we have consulting engineers
experienced in domes and licensed everywhere.
They will review, analyze and provide
calculations for all pertinent details. They can
then provide the required structural certification. 


